Private Tours & Adventures
Always Extraordinary!
Wine Fairy is your perfect companion to
your South African adventures - wine,
walks & wonders of the Cape and
beyond. You will discover that Wine
Fairy has many wonderful & unique
services to offer you.
The fabulous Fairy offers tours and tales
of global wine and culinary travels. Most
days are spent showcasing the beauty
and splendour of the Cape, the
Winelands & the people and places of
this magical place. We will taste awardwinning wines, marvel at the spectacular
scenery, and discover more about the
culture, architecture, and history of
wine. All tours are curated & tailored to
your individual style and interests.

ALL FABULOUS FAIRY TOURS
INCLUDE:

The Chefs Table

The Ultimate Experience
We join Chef for coffee, a kitchen
orientation, ingredient and menu
briefing. Our minds now focused on the
task at hand, we head to the winelands
to tantalise our palates. Returning to
savour a five- course food & wine
pairing luncheon** where we delve into
the flavours and intricacies of our
senses
The Exclusive Places

The Chefs Table
Cape Town and the winelands are famed for their
red-hot culinary scene, keeping menus local and
sustainable while paired with world class wines.
Enjoy a completely interactive experience with
one of our celebrated chefs
Highlights include:
•
•
•

:
www.winefairytours.com
katie@winefairytours.com

Interaction with the Chef
Fantastic wine & food pairings
Fabulous company of the Fairy
Previous Guest Comments

"So an evening at the Chefs Table. Wow, the food, the fantastic
wines - All phenomenal! But even better with the company of
the legendary Katie. What an evening!” - Richard & Francois,
Cambridgeshire UK

Chef’s Tables are increasing in
popularity and two of Fairy's favourites
are at La Residence in Franschhoek and
at the Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel in
the city. Imagine a space resplendent
with dazzling chandeliers, black and
white Victorian tiles and the bustling
sounds of a busy kitchen.
The Wine & The Food
Each dish is prepared in front of you
while the chef talks you through the
freshest ingredients, cooking
techniques and flavours. You’re
encouraged to join in and marvel, every
plate is bursting with colour and
complex layers of taste. Incredible
wines are paired to every course.

